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The object of this paper is to study the mechanism ofrecursion in a simple, LISP-like 
programming language, where the only means of iteration is through recursion. The 
theory of computation developed in Scott [6] provides the framework of our study. We 
show how the implementations of recursion which deserve to be called "correct" can 
be characterized semantically, and demonstrate a general criterion for the correctness 
of an implementation. We then describe an implementation f recursion which is 
both correct and optimal in a general class of sequential languages, and therefore 
constitutes an attractive alternative to both "call-by-name" and "call-by-value." 
INTRODUCTION 
It is more or less the programmer's intuition that, unless side-effects ake place, the 
result of a recursive routine, if any, will not depend on whether its parameters have 
been declared as name or value parameters. It would also seem natural that "call-by- 
value" be more efficient han "call-by-name," since it avoids many redundant com- 
putations of arguments. As pointed out by Morris [4] and Cadiou [1], this is not always 
the case, and there are recursive routines which never terminate when using "call-by- 
value" and yield their result quite rapidly with "call-by-name." 
The purpose of this paper is to study the functions computed by various implemen- 
tations of recursion. Unlike Cadiou [1] who mostly studied the functions computed 
by "call-by-value," we devote our energy to characterizing implementations equivalent 
to "call-by-name," which deserve the name of correct implementation because they 
terminate whenever it is possible to do so. We then describe acorrect implementation 
of recursion, the delay rule which is optimal in that it computes its result faster than 
any other rule for any argument. 
Some Minimal Background in Scott's Theory of Computation 
A data-type is the semantic interpretation of the domain on which a computation 
is performed. Abstractly, a data-type is a set partially ordered by the relation C_ in which 
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any chain x o C_ ... C_ xn C_ x,+~ .." has the least-upper bound or limit U,>0 x~ such that 
x, _C Ui>o xifor any n and x~ C_ x for any n implies U,~>o x, _c x. 
The relation x _C y means that x is an approximation to y, and a data-type ~ has a 
least element uu~ such that uu~ C_ x for any x ~ ~,  which represents a complete 
absence of information. For example, the data-type N of natural numbers can be 
represented by 
0 I 2 . . -  
uJ 
where co is an abbreviation for uu N . 
In this case, x _C y means either that x is undefined, i.e., is the result of some non- 
terminating procedure, or that x and y are the same integer. 
The data-type [~ -+ ~]  of functions over some data-type ~ can be ordered by 
f _C g in ~ --+ ~ wheneverf(x) C g(x) in ~ for all x ~ ~.  In IN -+ N], let us define the 
function one as one (x) ~- 1 for any natural number x and one (oJ) ~_ o~. (Here, x ~ y 
means x _C y and y _C x). This function can also be defined as the limit of a chain of 
partial functions, one ~ Ui)0 [Ax if x < i then 1 else o~]. 
I f  we now consider programs as functions mapping data-types, computable functions 
ought to be monotone and continuous, i.e., x C y implies f (x)  C__ f (y )  and x :~ Ui>0 xi 
implies f(Ui>o xi) -~ Ui>0f(xi) (see Scott [6] for motivation). For functions of several 
arguments, continuity and monotonicity are meant componentwise. 
One can then formulate Kleene's first recursion theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Any continuous function Ax " f (x)  over a data-type ~ has a least-fixed- 
point x I and x s =- U~>of(uue). 
Proof. Here fn (uu)means f ( f ( ' " ( f (uu)" ' )  (n times) and, by monotonicity 
of f, the sequence uu C_f(uu)C_ ... C fn(uu) C . . .  is indeed a chain. By continuity 
f (x l )  ~ f(On~o fn(uu)) ~ Un>of~+l(uu) ==- x/ and x t is indeed a fixed-point of f. 
Let y be an arbitrary fixed-point of f ,  i.e., y =- f (y ) .  It is easy to prove by induction 
that f~(uu) C_ y for any n. The conclusion x /~ U,~>ofn(uu) c_ y follows by defini- 
tion of limits, and x/ is indeed minimal. | 
I. COMPUTATIONS OF RECURSIVELY DEFINED FU'NCTIONS 
Before defining a computation rule, we describe two programming languages, 
lang S and lang P. Although those two languages were chosen for their extreme 
simplicity, their use of recursion is a general as any, and the results of this paper provide 
some insight into semantics and implementation of more complex programming 
languages. 
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Lang S permits only sequential computations, and corresponds toa certain "typed" 
subset of Algol or LISP. 
Lang P requires ome parallel operations, and thus departs from more classical 
programming languages, although we could undoubtedly write an interpreter for 
lang P in any of those classical languages. 
1.1. Description of lang S and lang P 
Syntax 
Both languages have the same syntax: 
(program): :=  F(X  1 ,..., Xn)  "<= (term) 
(term): :=Ax IA l [ . . .  
[xl l . . . Ix.  
[ Gl((term 1),..., (termpl)) 
] Ge((term 1),..., (term pk)), 
[ F((term 1) ..... (term n)). 
We limit ourselves to a single recursive quation, the extension of the results in this 
paper to systems of mutually recursive quations being straightforward. 
Here, A1, A 2 .... , G1 ,..., Gk denote fixed constants and functions, respectively. 
It is convenient touse a more standard syntax, e.g.,F(X) ~ IF X = 0 THEN 1 ELSE 
X'F (X  -- 1) instead of F(X) ~ GI(PI(X , Ao), A 1 , G2(X, F(G3(X, A~)))). 
The meaning of a program will be a continuous mapping in [~lx ..- x~ --+ ~], 
where each ~i  and ~ are some data-types; for simplicity, the ~i's will be identical 
to ~ unless explicitly specified. The meaning of a (term) is a (continuous) functional 
)~f'hx 1..... x~ 5: [(term)] where the semantic function 5#[T](f)(x 1.... ,x~) or 
5:[T](~) for short is defined inductively as follows: 
(i) S#[Ai](~) ~ ai, where ai ~ 
(ii) 5:[Xi](~ ) --= xi 
(iii) 5#[G~ ((term 1),..., (termp~)](~)  gk(5:[(term 1)](~),..., 5:[(termpk)](~)) 
where gk is some continuous function in [~pk --> ~]. 
(iv) 5:[F((term 1),..., (term n))](~) ----f(ow[(term 1)](~),..., 5:[(term n)](~)). 
Semantics of Terms in lang S. 
The semantics of lang S is defined in precisely the same way, the difference lying in 
restrictions on the interpretation f base functions. In lang S, we require functions to be 
sequential, i.e., roughly that their arguments can be computed in sequence. We shall 
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give later a precise definition of this notion. For expository purposes, however, we 
shall limit ourselves for the moment o studying a particular sequential language. 
The data-types on which our particular lang S is computing are discrete, i.e., (x _C y) 
iff (x = co or x = y). Typical examples are: 
UU 
In what follows, we use ~o instead of uu~ and ~ in place of uue_~e in order to help 
the eye avoid type confusions. Among the base functions, we point out a particular one, 
denoted if-then-else whose interpretation is the usual conditional, i.e., if uu then x else 
y ~-- oJ, i f t t  then x elsey =~ x and ifffthen x elsey ~ y. 
All other base functions are required to be strict, i.e., gi( .... w,...) ~ w: they are 
undefined as soon as (at least) one of their arguments becomes undefined. They are 
meant to correspond to the "hardware" functions: add, addone, test-for-equality,.... 
It will be shown that all functions definable in lang S are sequential. The symmetric 
OR defined by the table: 
x o ry  
~ -~t f t  tt f] tt m 
tt tt 
f f  uu I tt f j  
ff 
uu 
f 
or the symmetric multiply , where 0 * x ~ x 9 0 ~ 0 are not sequential, and are 
therefore not definable in lang S, nor in Algol for that matter. 
Semantics of Programs in both lang S and lang P. 
The functional r ~ I f "  ix 1 ..... xnSP[(term)](~) can be shown to be continuous. 
It must therefore have a least fixed-point f~ and it would be nice to define the meaning 
~ '  of the corresponding program as ~ [(program)] ~-- f , .  This is unfortunately not 
true for all implementations of recursion, and our goal will be to characterize the 
implementations for which the computed function is equal to this least fixed-point. 
1.2. Conventions and Notations 
The reader has already noticed that syntactic entities are denoted by upper case letters, 
while the associated semantic objects are represented by the corresponding lower-case letters. 
We shall keep this convention throughout his paper. For example, if T is IF  X = 0 
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THEN 1 ELSE X . F (X  --  1), then t =- Af . Ax i f  x =0 then 1 else x . f (x  -- 1), where = 
in this last expression means the equality function over the natural numbers, 0 the 
number 0, etc. 
From now on, we use upper case letters other than A, X, F, and G to denote (syntac- 
tic) terms. If T and S are terms, we denote by T{S/Xi} the result of replacing all occur- 
rences of the letter X i by the term S in T. By T{P/F}, we mean the term obtained by 
replacing in T all subterms of the form F(T  1 .... , T~) by P{T1/X 1 ,..., T,~/X,~}, for 
example, if T = Gx(F(X1, F (X  1 , X=)), )(1) and P = G(F(Xz ,  Xl) ) then T{P/F} = 
GI(G(F(G(F(X2, X1)), Xl)), Xl)), X1). 
Whenever we only wish to substitute P for some occurrences o f f  in T, we rename, 
say F 1 , the occurrences that we shall substitute and F 2 the others. The result of the 
substitutions i  then T{P/F~, F/F2}. The same kind of notation also applies to semantic 
terms. We use F(X)  and f(2) as abbreviations for F(X  1 ,..., X , )  and f (x  I ,..., xn), 
respectively. Also, it will be convenient to only consider programs F(.~) ~ P, where P 
is of the form G(P1,..., R~) with the additional restriction that each of the letters F, 
X1 ,..., Xn occurs at least once in P. That is, P is required not to ignore any of its 
program variables, to depend upon F (i.e., to be recursive) and not to be of the un- 
interesting form F(X)  ~ F (T  1 ,..., T~). The main results of this paper generalize 
without this restriction (see [7]), but the proofs are made longer by an addition of 
special cases. 
1.3. Computation Rule 
A computation rule ~ is an algorithm for selecting some occurrences of the letter F 
in each term. For any such rule and input D, we construct the computation seqaence 
To, T 1 ,..., T n ,..., of the term T by the program F(X)  <= P as follows T O = T{D/X} 
and Ti+l is the result of substituting P for the F's chosen by ~0 in Ti 9 For example, if
P = IF X < 2 THEN X ELSE F(X  --  1) + F(X  --  2), the computation sequence 
ofF(2) according to "call-by-value" is
To = _F(2), 
T 1 = IF 2 < 2 THEN 2 ELSE if(l) + F(0), 
T2 = IF 2 < 2 THEN 2 ELSE IF 1 < 2 THEN 1 +_F(0) ELSEF(0) + F(- -  1) +F(0), 
T a=IF2  <2THEN2ELSE IF1  <2THENIF0<2THEN1 
ELSE 1 + F(--1) + F(--2), ELSE F(0) + F(--1) -1- F(0), 
T ,= Ts - -  -- T3. 
(Here, F(1) is in fact an abbreviation for, sayF(A~ -- A1), etc.). 
In T~, we underline the F's selected by the computation rule for substitution. It is 
interesting to see precisely how the underlined F is selected in this last example. For 
this purpose, we introduce the notion of simplification. 
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In its most general form, simplification can be an extremely powerful computation 
tool. For example, if our program is F(X)  ~ IF X = 0 THEN 0 ELSE F(X  -- 1) 
it is perfectly all right to use F(X)  --+ 0 as a simplification rule over the natural numbers, 
and there is no room left for substitutions! Our purpose however is to study computa- 
tions which are performed by substitutions and not by simplifications. We must 
therefore restrict he power of simplifications which we allow. At this point, we could 
merely use the notion of standard simplification, as defined by Cadiou [1]. Roughly, 
standard simplifications force us to know everything about base functions, and nothing 
a priori about the recursively defined function F, since simplifications of the type 
F(D) --~ A~ are not permitted. In effect, we have to compute without any "built in" 
value of the recursively defined function, stored for example in memory from a previous 
computation. 
However, we shall use the less restrictive notion of canonical simplifications. A set 
of simplification rules is canonical if it has the following properties. 
(i) Each term T can be simplified into a unique term simpl(T) which cannot 
be simplified any further. 
(ii) The simplifications are consistent with the interpretation, i.e., simpl(T) = 
simpl(T') implies t(~2) ~ t'(~) for any terms T and T'. 
(iii) The simplification set is complete, i.e., t(~) ~ ai implies simpl(T) = A i 
for any term T and constant Ai 9 
Condition (i) means that the simplification process is finite and unambiguous; (ii) ex- 
presses that the semantic information contained in each term is not affected by 
simplifications; finally, (iii) can be regarded as meaning that, if a computation ter- 
minates, the simplifications can tell us so. A canonical set of simplification rules for 
the natural numbers is 
Ai + A~ --~ Ai+j ; 
Ai -- A~--~ Ai_~ if i ~ j; 
A~ < Aj__~ tTRUE if i< j  
tFALSE if i ~>j; 
IF TRUE THEN T ELSE T ' -+ T, 
IF FALSE THEN T ELSE T~-~ T'. 
Using the same example as above, we have: 
simpl(To) = F(A2); 
simpl(T1) = F(A1) + F(Ao); 
simpl(T2) = A~ 4-F(Ao); 
simpl(T3) = simpl(T4) . . . . .  A 1 . 
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We see that "call-by-value" selects the leftmost-innermost ccurrence of F in sim- 
plified terms. Similarly, "call-by-name" selects the "leftmost-outermost" one. 
The standard simplifications of Cadiou [1] can also be shown to be canonical. 
From now on, we always implicitly assume the existence of a canonical set of simplifica- 
tion rules, for Lang S or Lang P. It is occasionally described explicitly, when we have 
a specific interpretation of either language in mind. 
1.4. Computation lattice of a program 
Instead of considering computation sequences for each input and computation rule, 
we can apprehend the set of all possible computations in one infinite diagram. For 
example, the computation diagram of the term F(F(X)) by the program F(X) 
G(X, FF(X)) looks like. 
FFX 
GIFX,FFFX) FG(X,FFX) 
GtGIX,FFX),FFFX) ~ ( , G(X,FFX))~ ~ \ 
, ( , F ~X)),FFFX) G(G(X,FFX),FFG(X,FFX)) FG(X,FG{X,FFX)) 
/ \  x /5 / \  
FIG. 1. Computation lattice ofF(F(X)) byF(X)* G(X, FFX). 
A computation rule is then an algorithm for selecting a path in such a graph for each 
input. This computation diagram has a very rich structure which we shall study. 
Computation ofa Term According to P. 
We say that B --+p C or simply B ~ C whenever C can be obtained by substituting 
P for some occurrences of F in B. The notation B ~p C or B *~- C means that there 
exists a finite sequence of terms D O , D 1 ,..., Dm such that D O = B, Dm= C and 
D i --)-p Di+ 1 for 0 ~ i < m. 
DEFINITION. The computation diagram of T by P is the set of terms U such that 
T *~'e U, partially ordered by ~ where B ~ C whenever B *-~p C. It is clear that 
is reflexive and transitive. In order to prove that it is also antisymmetric, we notice 
that, if B --+e C, the size I1 C I] (where size is, say the number of symbols) of the term C 
is strictly larger than the size of B if at least one substitution has been performed (this 
is due to our restriction on P). It follows that B m C and C *-+ B implies B = C. 
Clearly, the computation diagram of T by P has the Church-Rosser property of the 
A-calculus. (This follows from the work of Rosen [5] for example and a direct proof 
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is given in [7]). However, it also has a property which is not true of the A-calculus, 
namely: 
THEOREM 2. The computation diagram of T by P is a lattice under the ordering ~,  
and we name it the computation lattice of T by P. 
Proof. In order to study the structure of the computation diagram of a term T O by 
a program P, we need to relate the structure of C to that of B when B m e C. 
LEMMA 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Proof. 
~ 
A i ~ C if and only if C = A i and X~ *-~ C if and only if C = X~. 
Gi(B1 ,..., B,,) m C if and only if C = G~(C~ ,..., C,~) and B~ m C~ for 
1 <~i<~pi.  
F(B 1 .... ,B , , )mC if and only if C =F(C  1,...,C,,) with B imC i for 
1 ~ i ~ n or P{B1/X 1,..., B,/X,,} ~ C. 
Claims (i) and (ii) are easy and we only prove (iii). If B = F(Bt ,..., B,~) ~ C 
and C is not of the formF(C 1 ,..., C,), there must be a point in the computation B m C 
where the outermost F of B is substituted, i.e., F(B~ ,..., Bn)m F(BI',... , B~')--~ 
P{B~/X 1,..., B~/X,} ~ C with Bi' --+ B~ (and therefore Bi *-+ B~) for any 1 ~ i ~ n. 
It follows from our definitions that B~ ~ B~' for 1 ~ i ~ n implies P{B1/X 1,..., B,/X,,} m 
P{B~/X 1.... , B~/X,} and consequently P{B~/X~ ,..., B , /X ,}  *-+ C, as claimed in (iii). 
In order to get the other part of the implication (iii), we simply notice that 
F(B  1 ,..., Bn)  -+ P{B1/X  1 ,..., Bn /Xn} 
by substituting P for the outerF inF(B1,... , Bn). | 
I f  B ~ C, we can define a distance dist(B, C) between B and C as follows. 
(i) IF B = A i or B = X~ then C = B and dist(B, C) -- 0; 
(ii) if B =Gi(B~ .... ,B,~), then C=GdC 1,...,C~,) with B~ ~ C~ for 1 
i ~ Pi and dist(B, C) = maxl~<~<~{dist(Bi, Cj)}; 
(iii) if B =F(Bt , . . . ,  Bn) then (by Lemma 1), either C =F(C  1 ,..., Cn) and 
dist(B, C) = maxl~<~<~{dist(Bi, Ci)} or P{B~/X~ .... , B , /X ,}  ~ C and 
dist(B, C) = 1 + dist(P{B1/X ~ ,..., B,/X~}, C). 
It is easily seen (by induction on the length of the derivation B ~ C) that the 
distance between any two terms B ~ C is finite. 
LEMMA 2. / f  B = F(B 1 .... , Bn), C = F(C1 ..... Cn), B' = P{BI /X 1 ,..., Bn/Xn} 
and C '= P{C1/X 1,..., C , /X ,}  then B ~ C implies B '~ C' and dist(B', C') 
dist(B, C). 
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Proof. By a straightforward induction on [J P lJ, one proves that 
dist(P{B~/X 1 .... , B,/Xn}, P{C1/X 1 ,..., C~/Xn}) <~ max {dist(Bi, C/)}, 
l~ i~n 
hence dist(B', C') ~ dist(B, C). | 
We now start the proof of Theorem 1 : 
For any two terms B, C in the computation diagram of T by P, we must show the 
existence of rain(B, C) and max(B, C) such that 
and for any D and H 
\ /  
implies D ~ min(B, C) and max(B, C) ~ H. 
Existence of max(B, C). 
We shall describe an algorithm for computing max(B, C) and then prove the correct- 
ness of this algorithm: let a(B, C) be defined recursively as 
(i) a(B,B) = B, 
(ii) a(Gi(B1 ..... n~),  Gi(C a ,..., C~,)) = Gi(a(B 1 , C1),..., ~(B~,, C~,)), 
(iii) a(F(B1,..., Bn),F(C~ ,..., Cn)) = F(a(B~ , C~),..., a (B , ,  Cn)), 
(iv) ,7(F(B 1 ,..., B,), G(C~ ,..., C~)) = a(P{BI/XI ..... B,,/X,}, G(C a ,..., C~)) = 
a(G(C~ ,..., C,), F(B,  ,..., B,~)), 
(v) in all the other cases, a(B, C) yields an error symbol, (say a german gothic 
letter) which is not part of our set of letters. 
We shall prove that ~(B, C) = max(B, C) in two parts: 
Part 1. For any terms T, B, C. 
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The proof is by induction on couples (dist(T, B) + dist(T, C), II T [I) ordered lexico- 
graphically by ~.  Assuming the result to be true all for triples T', B', C' with 
(dist(T', B') + dist(T', C'), II TIP) -< (dist(T, B) + dist(T, C), II Tll), we prove if for 
T, B, C by a case analysis on the structure of T. 
Case 1. T = Ai or T = Xj.. 
By Lemma 1, T*--~B and T*~- C implies T = B = C; hence B = C =a(B,  C) 
and indeed B ~ a(B, C) and C *~- a(B, C). 
Case 2. T = G~(T 1 ,..., T~,,). 
By Lemma l, B = G~(BI ,..., B~,) and C ---- Gi(C~ ,..., C~,,), with T~ *-+ C~ for 
1 ~ i ~ Pi .  Since dist(T,, B,) + dist(Ti, C,) < dist(T, B) + dist(T, C) and 
I[ Til] < ]1TJl for any 1 <~ i <~Pi, the induction hypothesis tells us that Bi*-,-cr(B~, Ci) 
and Ci *~ a(B i , Ci) for each 1 ~ i ~ Pi . Regrouping everything, the conclusion 
B *-~ a(B, C) and C *~- a(Bi C) then follows from the definition a(C~(B 1,..., B~,), 
G,(C t ,..., C,,)) = G,(a(a,, C,),..., a(B~,, C~,)). 
Case 3. T = F( T1,..., T~). 
By symmetry, we only need consider the following subcases. 
Case 3.1. B = F(Bt ,..., B, )  and C = F(C~ ,..., C,). 
The proof is similar to that of Case 2. 
Case 3.2. B = F(B 1 ,..., Bn) and C ~ G(Cx ,..., C~). 
Let T' = P{Tx/X 1 ,..., Tn/Xn} and B' = P{B~/X 1,..., Bn/Xn}. By Lemma 1, we 
know that T '~  C and T i *~ B i for 1 ~ i ~ n, hence T' *-~ B'. By Lemma 2, we 
know that dist(T', B') ~ dist(T, B). Since dist(T', C) < dist(T, C), we can apply 
the induction hypothesis tothe terms T', B', C', i.e., B' *-+ a(B', C) and C ~ a(B', C). 
Since B --~ B' and a(B, C) = a(B', C) by definition of or, we have established that 
B *~- a(B, C) and C *~ a(B, C). 
Case 3.3. B = G(B~ ,..., B~,) and C : G(C 1 ,..., C~). Let T' = P{Ta/X~ ..... Tn/Xn}. 
By Lemma I, we know that T' *-+ B and T' *~- C. Since dist(T', C) < dist(T, B) and 
dist(T', C )< dist(T, C), we can use the induction hypothesis in order to get 
B *~ a(B, C) and C *-~ a(B, C). 
Part 2. For any terms B, C, D. 
B 
implies o(B, C) ~< D. 
The proof is by induction on (dist(B, D) + dist(C, D), I[ D II), 
Case 1. D=A io rD=X~.ThenD =B = C =a(C ,B)  anda(B ,C)mD.  
57t/913-8 
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Case 2. D = F(D 1 ,..., D,) or D = Gi(D 1 ,..., D~,) where Gi is not G. The proof 
goes mutatis-mutandis as that of Part 1, Case 2. 
Case 3. D .-~ G(D 1 ,..., D~,). We only need consider the cases: 
Case 3.1. B = G(B 1 ,..., B~) and C = G(C 1 ,..., C2, ). Back to Case 2. 
Case 3.2. B =F(B  x ,..., Bn) and C = G(C 1 .... , C~,). LetB' = P{B1/X ~ ,..., Bn/Xn}. 
Since dist(B', C) < dist(B, D), we know by the induction hypothesis that a(B', D) = 
a(B, C) *~ O. 
Case 3.3. B = F(B~ ,..., Bn) and C = F(C 1 ,..., Cn). Let B' = P{B~/X 1,..., Bn/X~} 
and C' = P{C1/X 1 ,..., C~/X~}. The induction hypothesis tells us that a(B', C') *~- D. 
One then proves by induction on iT P II that 
a(B', C') = a(P{B~/X~ ,..., Bn/Xn} , P (C I /X  1 ,..., Cn/Xn}) 
= P{a(B~, C~)/X~ ,..., a(Bn, C,)/X~}. 
We conclude the proof by noticing that a(B, C)--~ a(B', C') since a(B, C) = 
F(a(B1 ,  C1),... , a(Bn , Cn) ) ~ P{a(B1, C1)/X 1 ,..., 6(Bn , Cn)/Xn} = o-(B', C'). 
Existence of min(B, C). 
For any terms B, C in the computation diagram of T by P the set {L I L ~< B, L ~< C} 
of lower bounds of B and C is not empty because T ~ B and T ~ C and it is finite. 
We know from elementary lattice theory that, if any two elements in a partially ordered 
set have a least-upper-bound, any nonempty finite subset also has a least-upper-bound 
We then define min(B, C) as max{L IL ~ B, L ~< C} and verify easily that min has 
all the desired properties. | 
Relation between the Computation Lattice and the Data-type of Continuous Functiom over 
In order to characterize computed partial functions in terms of the semantic inter- 
pretation of a given computation lattice, we notice that 
LEMMA 3. For any terms B, C in the computation lattice of T by P, B ~ C implies 
b(~) C c(~). 
Proof. The proof is straightforward byinduction on IIB [I. If B = A i and B ~- X i 
then B = C and b(f2) ~ c(O). If B • G~(BI ,..., B~,), then C ~- G~(C 1 ,..., C~,) and 
we know by induction that b~([2) Ccj(12) for 1 ~<j ~ Pi. Since Dtxl ,..., x~ .gi(xD..., x~)] 
is monotone with respect to any of its arguments, b(l-2)~ gi(bl(~2),... , b~(I2))C 
g~(c1(~2),... , e~(g2)) ~- c(~2). Finally, if B = F(B~,..., Bn) then b(O) ~-/2 C c([2), l 
In particular, to any computation sequence T o ~ T 1 ~ "" Tn---> Tn+l--+ "'" 
according to some rule ~o and input D, we associate the chain t0(I2)(d ) _C tl(12)(d ) _C 
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9 .. _C t,(12)(d) C tn+l(12)(d) __C ... .  The corresponding computed partial function 9~ is 
therefore characterized as ~ ~ Aft. U,>o t,(12)(d). From these definitions follows an 
easy generalization of a theorem of Cadiou [1]. 
THEOREM 3. .4ny fixed-point of the equation f ~ p( f ) is an extension of any function 
computed by the program F(X) ~ P. 
Proof. For any computation sequence To, T 1 ,..., Tn ,..., where T O ----F(X) we 
can easily prove (see [7]) by induction that t,(12) C p~(I2) ~ p( p(..- p(I2)...))) (i times) 
for all natural numbers i. Since p is continuous, f~ ~ [3i~>0 pi(g2), hence ti(g2) C_ f~ 
for any i. It follows that 9~ ~ [.)~>0 t~(~2) _C f~ and, since f~ C f for any fixed-point f 
of p, the conclusion 9~ _C f holds. | 
2. CORRECT IMPLEMENTATION OF RECURSION 
In this section, we try to characterize the computation rules 9 such that 9~ ~ f~ for 
any programF(X) ~ P, called fixed-point computation rules. 
Here are some computation rules we shall consider, both in lang S and lang P: 
(1) Call by value: substitute for the leftmost-innermost occurrence of F after 
simplifications. 
(2) Call by name: substitute for the leftmost-outermost occurrence of F after 
simplifications. 
(3) Parallel innermost: substitute for the occurrences of F having all of their 
arguments free of F's. 
(4) Parallel outermost: substitute for all the F's which do not occur in any 
argument of another F. 
(5) Free argument: substitute for all the occurrences of F having at least one of 
their arguments free of F's after simplifications. 
(6) Full substitution: substitute for all the occurrences ofF. 
2.1. Incorrect Computation Rules 
PROPOSITION 1. In lang P, the rules (1), (2), and (3) are incorrect. 
Proof. Consider the program F(X, Y) ~: IF X = 0 THEN 0 ELSE F(X + 1, 
F(X, Y)) 9 F(X -- 1, F(X, Y)) where ,  is the parallel multiplication function 0 * x 
x .  0 ~ 0. As far as simplifications are concerned, this means adding T * .4 o --+ .40, 
A 0 * T --+ ` 40, and ` 4i . `4i --+ .4iJ for each i ;> 0 and j > 0, to the rules described 
earlier for natural numbers. The least fixed-point over the integers (considered as a 
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discrete data-type) of the corresponding functional is the constant function 0. The 
computation ofF(l,  0) using (1), (2), or (3) is infinite. | 
PROPOSITION 2 (Morris [4], Cadiou [1]). In lang S the rules (1) and (3) are incorrect. 
Proof. Consider F(X, Y) ~ IF X = 0 THEN 0 ELSE F(X  -- 1, F(X, Y)) over 
the same domain as in the previous example. The corresponding least fixed-point over 
the nonnegative integers is again the constant function 0 while the computation of 
F(1, 0) using rules (1) or (3) is infinite. | 
2.2. Safe Computation Rules 
We now define the class of safe computation rules, and show that they correspond to 
"correct" implementations of recursion. Let ~0 be a computation rule and B an arbitrary 
term in the computation lattice of T by P. In order to describe the effect of ~o on B, 
we renameF 1 the occurrences o f f  selected for substitution by ~o in B for some input/9, 
and F 2 the others. 
DEFINITION. We say that cp is a safe computation rule if, for any term B{F/F1, F/F2} 
in the computation lattice of T by P and for any input D, b{~2/f 1 ,f,/f2}(d) -~ 
b{I2/fx, ~2/f~}(d). Intuitively, the computation is safe if the values of the F's which are 
not substituted (renamed Fo) are insufficient: As long as more information is not 
obtained about the other arguments (the Fi's), the information about B cannot be 
improved. 
In order to clarify this definition, let us prove the safeness of some of our computation 
rules. 
PROPOSITION 3. In lang S, the rules (2), i.e., call-by-name and (5), i.e., free argument 
are safe. 
Proof. By induction on II C II where C = simpl(B): we first notice that, because of 
the semantic definition of lang S, i fF occurs in C then c(f2)(d) ~ co (remember that C 
has been simplified). 
Case C ----- A i .  Any rule is safe in this case. 
Case C ~ Gi(C 1 ,..., Cv,). If the letter F does not occur in C, any rule is safe. 
Otherwise, since both rules select at least oneF on such terms, we know by our previous 
remark that c{s f~/f~)(d) ~ w -~ C{~2/fl , s ). 
Case C----F(C1 ,..., C~). The safeness of rule (2) is straightforward since the 
outermost F is substituted. For the same reason, rule (5) is safe if at least one of the 
Ci is constant. If none of the Ci's is constant, hen ci{12/fl, f~/f2}(d) ~ a, for 1 ~< i ~< n 
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and we must prove that.f~(w,..., w) ~ w. This can be ensured by imposing in lang S 
the additional restriction that all program variables X 1 ,..., X .  occur in simpl(P) hence 
L(o  ..... =- =- ,o. I 
PROPOSITION 4. The rules (4), i.e., parallel outermost and (6), i.e., full substitution 
are safe in both lang S and lang P. 
Proof. By induction on I]B If. 
Case B = Ai . Any rule is safe. 
Case B = Gi(B~ ,..., B , ) .  By induction, b~{Q/f~ ,f~/f2}(a) ~ bi{~2/f ~,f2}(a) for 
1 ~ i ~ p in both cases, hence safeness is also satisfied on b. 
Case B = F( B 1 ..... B,). Both rules select he outermost F hence b{ Q /f 1 , fp/f2}( d) 
w ~ b{Q/U1, I 
Note that the computation rules that we already recognized as incorrect are all 
unsafe. In order to prove that safe rules are correct, we need to establish some technical 
lemmas. First of all, we determine some properties of the rain of two terms: 
LEMMA 4. 
(i) min(Gi(B1 ,..., B~,), Gi(C 1 ,..., C~)) = Gi(min(Bx, Ca),..., min(B~, C~)). 
(ii) min(P{B1/A 1 ,..., B,/X,,}, G(C~ .... , C~)) = P(M1/X ~ ..... M,/X~}, where 
Ma ,..., M ,  are such that F (M 1 ,..., 21//,) = min(F(B1 ,..., B,), G(Cx ,..., C~)). 
Proof. Property (i) is easy and property (ii) follows from the fact that 
P{3Ia/X~ ,..., Mn/Xn} ~ M'  ~ P{B~/X~ .... , B,,/X,,} 
with M i *--* Bi for 1 ~ i ~ n implies that M '= P{MI ' /X  1 ..... M,'/X~}, where 
Mi *-* Mi' ~ Bi for 1 ~ i ~ n. Again, an explicit proof can be found in [7]. | 
Our next step is to prove that 
LEMMA 5. If B --* C, so that C = B{P/F1, F/F2} after renaming the F's in Bi and 
min(B, D) = min(C, D) then D ~ B{F/Fa , Pro~F2} for some natural number m. 
Proof. Here P"  means P{P~-I/F} for m > 0 and po = F(X1 .... , X,). The proof 
is by induction on (dist(M, B)+ dist(M, D), [] MH), where M = min(B, D)= 
min(C, D). 
CaseM=A ior M- -X j .  In this case, M=B =C=Dandwecanchoose  
m~0.  
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Case M = Gi(M 1 ,..., M~).  By Lemma 1, B = Ci(B1,... , B~, ) ,  C = Ci(C1,... , C~,) 
and D = G(D1,... , D~,). By Lemma 3, M i = min(B i ,D i )= min(Ci ,Di )  for 
1 ~< i ~ p. It follows by induction that D i ~ Bi{F/F1, Pm*/F2}. We can then choose 
m =--- sup l< i<v ~ {mi} in order to get D ~ B{F/FI ,  Pm/F2}. 
Case M = F (M 1 ,..., M,,). By definition of min, we need only consider the cases: 
Case B = F(B~ ,..., B,~) and D = F(D1,... , n~). 
Subcase C = F(C 1 ,..., Cn). This subease istreated exactly like the previous case. 
Subcase C = G(C~ ,..., C~). By Lemma 4, there exists C '= F(C~',..., Cn') 
such that C = P{CI ' /X 1 ,..., Cn'/Xn} and min(C, D) = min(C', D), and we 
are back to the previous ubcase. 
M 
Case B = G(B~ ..... B,)  and D = F(DI ..... Dn). Let M' = P{MI/X1,.. .  , M,  JX,,} 
and D '= P{D1/X 1,..., n , /Xn}.  By Lemma 3 M'= min(B ,D ' )= min(C,n ' ) .  
By Lemma 2, dist(M', B) + dist(M', D') < dist(M, B) + dist(M, D) so we know by 
induction that D' ~ B{F/F1, P'~/F2} and, afortiori D ~ B{F/F1, pm/F2} for some m. 
M 
B 
C~(, 
Case B = F(B 1 .... , B,~) and D = G(D 1 ,..., D~,). Since min(B, D) = min(C, D), 
the term C is also of the form C = F(C~ ,..., Cn). Let M' = P{M1/X 1 ,..., M,/Xn}, 
B '= P{B1/X~ ,..., Bn/X,} and C'= P{C1/XI ,..., C,/X,d. By Lemma 3, we know 
that M'  = min(B', D) = min(C', D). By Lemma 2, dist(M', B') + dist(M', D) < 
dist(M, B)+ dist(M, D), and the induction hypothesis tells us that D ~< 
B'{F/F1, P~o/F2}. Since the outermost F has not been selected by q~ in B, i.e., it has 
been labeled F2, we have B' ~ B{P/F2}. Our last case is then treated since D ~< 
B{F/F~ , P~+I/F~}. | 
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We now have the tools for proving that: 
THEOREM 4. Any safe rule is a fixed-point rule. 
Proof. In the computation lattice of T o = F(D) by P, let To, T 1 .... , T, ,..., and 
So, S 1 ,..., S n ,... (where S O = To) be the computation sequences corresponding to
respectively some safe rule 50 and the full substitution rule. Since sn(~Q) ~ pn(g2) then 
(3~>o s,~(f2) ~ {,),~>op~(~2)  f~. We know by Theorem 2 that ~(d)  Cf~(d) and it is 
therefore sufficient o show that U,,>o sn(f2)(d)_C U.>o tn(Q)(d); in order to prove 
~% ~ .f~. Let S. be an arbitrary term in S o , S 1 ,.... Since there are only finitely many 
minorants of S~ in the computation lattice, there exists ome j such that min(Ta, S~) = 
min(T~.+l,S.). By Lemma 5, this implies Tj+ 1 = Tj{P/F1,F/Fe} and S n < 
Tj{F/F1, pm/F2} for m large enough. Lemma 3 tells us that s~(D) C tj{Q/F~, pra(Q)/F2} , 
hence s,(g2) C t~{D/Fx, L/F2} since pro(D) C f~. The rule 9 being safe, tj{D/F1, f~/Fz} 
t~-(D) and therefore s,(g2)(d) C_ tj(D)(d), hence 1.),~>0 Sn(Q)(d) C U,~;o t~(D)(d). As a 
corollary, rules (2) and (5) are fixed-point in lang S and rules (4) and (6) are fixed-point 
rules in both lang S and lang P. 
3. AN OPTIMAL IMPLEMENTATION OF RECURSION IN LANG S 
Among the correct implementations of recursion, we now try to determine which ones 
are efficient. This proves unsuccessful in lang P, but we shall describe an implementa- 
tion of recursion for lang S which turns out to be optimal. 
We already know that, in lang S, "call-by-name" is a fixed-point rule, while "call- 
by-value" is not. However, "call-by-name" is not an efficient way of computing. For 
example, in the program F(X) ~ IF X > 0 THEN X -- 1 ELSE F(F(X + 2)) the 
"call-by-name" computation of F(0) would be F(0) --~ F(F(2)) -+ IF F(2) > 0 then 
F(2) -- 1 ELSE F(F(F(2) + 2)) -+ F(2) -- 1 -+ 0. What happens here is that the term 
F(2) has been duplicated and subsequently computed twice. We shall describe a 
computation mechanism, called the delay-rule, which avoids those duplications, and 
prove its optimality. 
3.1. Never Do Today What You Can Put Off Until Tomorrow 
A natural way to keep track of duplications of terms is to assign labels to all occur- 
rences of F in a computation sequence, so that copies of the same F will receive the 
same label. This can be achieved by first labelling differently all F' s in T O and Po then, 
if F is labelled oL in T~ and is to be substituted, we label each occurrence ofF after substitu- 
tion by a followed by whatever labelling this particular occurrence had in P. For example, 
using the same computation as before, and the labelling Fx(X ) for T O and IF X > 0 
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THEN X- -  1 ELSE F2(Fs(X + 2)) for P, the previous computation can be described as: 
FI(0 ) ~ F12(F13(2)) ~ IF  F13(2) > 0 
THEN F13(2 ) -- 1 ELSE FI22(F~z(F~3(2) + 2)) --~ F13(2 ) -- 1 -+ 0. 
The whole idea of the delay-rule is to modify "call-by-name" so that, whenever 
some occurrence ofF  is substituted, all the occurrences having the same label will also 
be substituted. Hence, the "delay-rule" selects for substitution the leftmost-outermost 
F in a simplified term, as well as all the other F's having the same label. 
Consequently, the delay rule computation of F(0) in the program above is 
FI(O) ----~Flz(Flz(2)) --+ IFF~3(2 ) > 0 THENFI~(2 ) -- 1 ELSEF122(F121(F13(2 ) + 2)) --+ 0. 
At this point, it is clear that the "delay rule" is safe (proof similar to that of Proposi- 
tion 1); what is not clear is that the "delay rule" should be more efficient than "call-by- 
name" and in fact, in our last example, it was less efficient since it took four substitu- 
tions versus three for "call-by-name" in order to obtain its result. When "call-by-name" 
computed Fx3(2 ) twice, the delay rule has been computing it three times! It is a simple 
exercise in data structuring however to avoid all those recomputations: instead of 
actually copying various occurrences ofsomeF~ in a term, we simply set some pointers 
to a unique copy of the term F~. Whenever any occurrence ofF~ is chosen for substitu- 
tion, the substitution is actually performed in the unique copy of F~ so that all 
occurrences ofF~ are substituted at the price of one substitution. 
Going a little bit away from our particular programming language we can sketch 
an implementation f this idea for, say Algol. The arguments of any procedure should 
be stored as pointers to formal expressions, together with a tag indicating that those 
arguments have not yet been computed. Whenever the value of an argument isexplicitly 
needed, (for the evaluation of a conditional or on the right-hand side of an assignment), 
the tag is tested. If the value of the parameter is already there, we use it; otherwise the 
corresponding formal expression must be computed, its value kept for further refer- 
ences, and the tag is to be changed. In a machine like the Burroughs B5000 (see, for 
example, Lonergan-King [3]), the so-called "operand call syllabe" would do very 
nicely: depending on a tag stored with the operand, a load operation for example 
would get its argument either directly or through a subroutine call. Of course, one 
would then have to abandon "side-effects" altogether, (or change their intended 
semantics). 
Before proving the optimality of the delay rule let us compare the efficiency of 
various computation rules on the programs 
Zer(X) ~ IF X > 0 THEN X -- 1 ELSE Zer(Zer(X + 2)) 
Ack(X, Y) ~ IF X = 0 THEN Y+ 1 
ELSE IF Y = 0 THEN Ack(X -- 1, 1) 
ELSE Ack(X-  1, Ack(X, Y -  1)) 
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Ble(X, Y) ~ IF X = 0 THEN 1 ELSE Ble(X -- 1, Ble(X -- Y, Y)) 
Fib(X) ~ IF X < 2 THEN X ELSE Fib(X -- 1) + Fib(X -- 2) 
over the integers. 
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Zer(-2) Ack(2, 1) Ble(8, 2) Fib(5) 
Delay rule 7 14 9 15 
Call by name 25 29 9 15 
Call by value 7 14 341 15 
Free argument 7 23 ~4000 15 
Full substitution 1 11 23 ~10000 15 
1 Strictly speaking, we are using the full substitution only on simplified terms, otherwise the 
computation would always be infinite. 
The entries in this array indicate the number of substitutions required for computing 
the values at the top of the corresponding column, according to the rules at the left 
of the rows. 
If he has been through those examples, the reader may feel quite disappointed 
because he can beat the delay-rule in almost all cases. For example, the hand-computa- 
tion of Fib(5) only requires five substitutions if we are careful never to recompute 
an argument twice. It would be interesting to study a mechanism in which this type 
of computation would be possible; namely one could imagine a set of simplification 
rules which could be augmented ynamically, and allow some computations to be 
performed by simplifications of the style F(/)) --~ A. In our scheme of things, however, 
this type of "built-in" values is not possible, since our only mean of computation is
through substitutions, and we should blame inefficiencies on the program, not on the 
computation rule. 
3.2. Optimality of the Delay Rule 
So far, we know that the normal rule is safe, and that it never recomputes copies 
of the same term. Using the same labelling as before, we say that a label F~ is maximal 
in a term if c~ is not a proper initial segment of/3 for any label F B in the term. A term 
is simple if all of its labels are maximal In other words, a term is simple if all computa- 
tions of various copies of subterms have been pushed to the same point. For example, 
if P : F~(FI(X)) and T O = G(X, F4(F3(X)) then G(G(X, F14(F1~(X)) , F24(F,,3(Ft(X))))  
is not simple while Fe(G(X, F14(FI~(X)))) is simple. A computation is simple if all F's 
with the same labels are all treated alike in all substitutions (if one of them is to be 
substituted, all of them are to be substituted). All terms in a simple computation 
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are necessarily simple. If we are to count for one a substitution of all F's with the same 
labels, as justified by our previous exercise in data structuring, simple computations 
are more efficient than others. Namely, if we define length(T 0 *-~ A) as the total 
number of substitutions performed uring the computation T O *-* A, we have 
LEMMA 6. For any term A, there exists a simple term A with A ~ A such that, 
for any computation To *-~ A and simple computation TO *~ A, length(T o *~ A) 
length(T o *-~ n). 
Proof. Let r(Q) be the number of maximal labels and s(Q) be the sum of the lengths 
of the maximal abels in a term Q, while q and p mean respectively the number of 
occurrences ofF in T o and P. It is easily proven by induction on length(T o *~- Q) that 
length(T o *~.Q) ~ qo(Q,p, q) where 9(Q,P, q) -- if p -- 1 then s(Q)/q else 
( r (Q) -q ) / (p -  1). In a similar way, (Q simple) and (T o *~ Q simple) imply 
length(To *~ Q) -- 9(Q, P, q). 
Given any term A, we can "complete" it into an A by substituting P for all occur- 
rences o fF  with non-maximal labels until there is none left. An A constructed in this 
way will be simple and such that A ~ ./i while r(A) = r(A), s(A) ---- s(~i). It follows 
that, for any computation T O *-* A and simple computation T O *~ A, length(T 0 *~ A) = 
~o(A, p, q) = ~v(A, p, q) ~< length(T 0 *=> n). | 
The intuitive meaning of this lemma is very simple: nothing is to be gained by 
working on individual copies of the same term. At the same price, we get more 
information by substituting all copies of the same occurrences. In particular all the 
computation rules described so far will be improved by "lumping" together occurrences 
ofF with the same labels, thus becoming simple rules. However they may still perform 
unnecessary substitutions unless: 
THEOREM 5. Any computation rule which is simple, safe and performs at most one 
substitution (using the data structuring indicated) at each computation step is optimal. 
Proof. Let To be a term, F(X) ~ P a program and ~ a safe and simple computation 
rule performing only one substitution at a time. Let T O ~ T 1 => "- ~ T,~ ~ T,+ 1 =~ -'- 
the (simple) computation sequence of T O according to q~ for some input D. 
If T is a term in the computation lattice of T O by P, let us consider an arbitrary 
computation T O ms,, T, and prove that whatever approximation t(D)(d) of t0(f~)(d ) is 
computed by sp will be computed faster by 9. For this purpose, we construct 2 as in 
Lemma E, and consider a simple computation To *=> 2 (the argument in Lemma E 
not only proves the existence of 2 but also that of a simple computation T O *~ T). 
Let i be some natural number such that T~ ~< T and T~+ 1 ~ T. Since 9 performs 
only one substitution at the time, this implies Ti = min(T~+~, T) = min(T~, 2). 
Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4, we then know that i(D)(d) C 
t~(D)(d). Using Lemmas 3 and 6 now, T ~< T implies t(O)(d) C_ l(D)(d) and length 
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(T o *~ T) ~< length(T o *~- T). Since both T O *:> T and T O ~ Ti are simple and 
T~ <~ T, we have length(T o ~ T,) ~ length(T o *~ T) hence t(f2)(d) C h(g2)(d) while 
length (T o *~ Ti) ~ length(To *-+~ T). | 
We shall derive two applications of this theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. The delay rule is optimal in lang S. 
Proof. The delay rule has all the properties required by Theorem 5. | 
COROLLARY 2. In lang S, "call by value" is optimal whenever the least fixed-point fp 
corresponding to the program F(X)  ~ P is a strict function. 
Proof. Since "call by value" is clearly a simple rule and performs at most one 
substitution at each step, we only need proving that it is safe whenever f~ is strict. 
We prove that the substitution B --~ B' is safe in that case by induction on [1 C ]] where 
C = simpl(B): 
Case C = A i  . Any rule is safe. 
Case C = Gi(C 1 ,..., C~). Same argument as for the safeness of "call by name". 
Case C ~ F (C  1 .... , Cn). I fF  does not occur in any of the Ci's, then the outermost 
substitution is performed, which is clearly safe. Otherwise, let C i be the leftmost term 
in whichF occurs. Then, Ci{~/ f  1 ,f~/f2}(d) ~ oJ and C{ff)/f 1 , f J f2}(d) ~ f~( .... ~,...) 
co ~ C{(2/fl,  ~2/f2}(a ). | 
3.3. SequentiaI Functions 
The applications of Theorem 5 given in the previous ection do not quite match 
with the generality of the result. In particular, the data-type on which lang S is com- 
puting are discrete. What we now sketch is a theory of sequential functions, where 
Theorem 5 finds its full application. The relevant notion here seems to be: 
DEFINITION. A function hx 1 ,..., x,, "g(x 1 ,..., x,)  in [~lx .-. x~,  -~ ~] is sequen- 
tial if, for all x 1 c ~x ,..., x~ ~ ~ there exists an i 6 [1, n] such that, for all Yl .... , Y~ 
such that xj C yj for j 6 [1, n] and x i ~ Yi we have g(x 1 ,..., x~) ~ g(Yl  ,..., Y,) .  
Intuitively, g is sequential if, at any given moment, the value of (at least) one of its 
arguments i  crucially needed in order to increase the value of the result. For the purpose 
of our theory, we need to check that sequentiality has the correct closure property, 
namely 
PROPOSITION 5. Sequentiality is preserved by composition of functions and fixed- 
point operators. 
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Proof. Composition. I f  a~* 1 . . . . .  zng(z  I .... , Zn) and ax 1 , . . . ,  xmf i (x  1 , . . . ,  Xm) for 
for 1 ~< i ~< n are sequential, then go ==- hx 1 .... , xmg(f l (x  I . . . . .  X r~) , . . . , f ra (X  1 , . . . ,  Xrn)) 
is also sequential: for any x 1 ,..., xm and i e [1, n], let zi ~ f i (x l  ..... Xn); since g is 
sequential z 1 ,..., z~ determines some i0 E [1, n] and, f i~ being also sequential, x t ,..., xm 
determine some j e [1, m] which can then be used for the sequentiality of go. 
Fixed-point operator. I f  the functions hx  I , . . . ,  Xnf i (X  1 . . . .  , x,,) are sequential for any 
natural number i, the function go ~ Ax I .... , xn Ui>ofi(x~ ,..., xn) is also sequential: 
for any x I ,..., x~ sequentiality of the f i 's determines a sequence J0 ,Jl .... , where 
ji e [1, n]. At least one of thej i 's must occur infinitely often in thix sequence, and it can 
be used for proving that go is sequential. | 
For example, over a discrete data-type, conditional and strict functions are sequential; 
hence, by Proposition 5, all functions definable in lang S are sequential. In a data-type 
which is a lattice, the functions, Ax, y sup(x, y) and hx 9 y inf(x, y) are not sequential 
in general. The set 27~o f finite or infinite words over some vocabulary 27 becomes a
data-type under the partial ordering: x _C y whenever x is an initial segment ofy.  
In 27% the functions 
Ax 9 first(x) (take the first letter of x), 
hx 9 rest(x) (erase the first letter of x), 
and 
hx, y, x @ y (append the first letter of x to y) are sequential. 
(The relevance of these functions and data-type to parallel programs is shown in 
Kahn [2].) This is clear enough for first and rest. For x @ y, if x ~- A, i.e., x is the 
empty word, then the first argument is to be chosen for sequentiality because A @y 
A; otherwise, x ~ A and any x' such that x C x' will have the same first letter so that 
we can use the other argument y for sequentiality. The corresponding canonical set 
of simplification rules is: first(Ai @ T)--+ Ai ,  rest(Ai @T) --+ T, (Ai @ T) @ T'  --~ 
Ai@ T' .  
Yet  another programming language. We define a new language lang GS similar to our 
previous ones except hat all base functions must be sequential. Let 6* be a computation 
rule, called the generalized elay rule (GDR) defined as follows: First, using the same 
type of data-structuring as for the delay rule, ~ will be simple. In any term T, rule 
will select at most oneF (or rather set of F 's  with the same labels), as follows: 
If  T = Ai ,  no F is chosen. 
If  T = Gi (T  1 ..... T~),  the F will be the F chosen by g in Tj where j is the indite 
corresponding to the sequentiality of gi with the arguments tl(f2)(d )..... t~i(~)(d ).
Of course, this requires the choice of j  to be effective; also, since we want ff to be simple, 
all F 's  with the same labels occurring in other subterms are also to be substituted. 
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If T = F(TI ,..., T,,) the outermost F is selected by ~. We can apply Theorem 5 
again in order to prove. 
COROLLARY 3. The generalized delay rule is optimal in lang GS. 
Proof. Since the GDR is simple and performs at most one substitution at each 
step, all we need to prove is that it is safe. The proof is by induction on H B IJ where B 
is any term in the computation lattice of T O = T{D/X} by P. The cases B = A i of 
B = F(B 1 ,..., B,) are easy. If  B = Gi(B 1 .... , B~) and j  is the sequentiality index of 
g,(bl(g2)(d),...,b~(g2)(d)), then b~{~/fl,f~/f2}(d)~--b~(~2)(a ) by induction. Since 
bk(~2)(d) _C bk{g2/f ~ ,fv/f2)(d), the very definition of sequentiality gives us 
b{~2/fl ,L/A}(a) ~- b{Q/fl , Q/f2}(d). I 
For example, if the symbols f, r and @ represent respectively the functions first, 
rest and append defined earlier, the GDR computation of f rFHAB (parenthesis 
omitted) with respect to the program F(X) ~ X @F(X), H(X) ~ r(X) @F(X) is 
fr FHAB --+ fr(HAB @ FHAB) --~ fr((rAB @ FAB) @ F(rAB @ FAB)) 
fr((rAB @FAB) @ (tAB @FAB) @F(rAB @FAB)). I f  we work only with sim- 
plified terms, the same computation becomes: f rFHAB-* f r (HAB @FHAB)--~ 
fF(B @ FAB) -,- B. It turns out in this particular example that the GDR computation 
coincide with "call by value" (made into a simple rule), but this need not always be the 
case. 
CONCLUSION 
The results of this chapter should generalize quite nicely to a programming language 
where we introduce assignments, goto's and while statements. What is less clear to 
the author is how to perform computation in a "typeless" recursive language where 
procedures can be passed as arguments, say in a full L ISP for example. For example, 
is there an optimal implementation of fl-reduction in the A-calculus ? An efficient 
implementation, based upon an idea similar to the delay-rule, has been suggested by 
Wadsworth [8], but it is unfortunately not optimal. It might also be interesting to study 
(or prove the nonexistence of) optimal computation rules when the simplifications 
allowed are less restrictive than the ones we chose. 
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